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Abstract
A Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade is a pair (T1, T2) of disjoint partial Steiner triple systems, each on the same set of v points, such that
each pair of points occurs in T1 if and only if it occurs in T2. A Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade is called d-homogeneous if each point
occurs in exactly d blocks of T1 (or T2). In this paper we construct minimal d-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades of foundation
v and volume dv/3 for sufﬁciently large values of v. (Speciﬁcally, v > 3(1.75d2 + 3) if v is divisible by 3 and v >d(4d/3+1 + 1)
otherwise.)
© 2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
For some integer v, let V = {0, 1, 2, . . . , v − 1}. Let T1 and T2 be sets of triples with elements from V . Suppose that
for each {x, y, z} ∈ T1 (respectively, T2), there exist unique x′ = x, y′ = y and z′ = z such that
{x′, y, z}, {x, y′, z}, {x, y, z′} ∈ T2 (respectively, T1).
Then we say that (T1, T2) is a Steiner triple trade.
More generally, a t-(v, k) trade (sometimes bitrade) of volume m is deﬁned to be a pair (T1, T2), where Ti , for
i = 1, 2, is a collection of m blocks of size k (k-subsets) chosen from V in such a way that the blocks of T1 are distinct
from the blocks of T2 (T1 ∩ T2 = ∅) and, further, each t-set chosen from V occurs in precisely the same number of
blocks of T1, as those of T2. The volume of the trade is |T1| = |T2| = m. The foundation of the trade is the subset of
elements of V which occur in a block of T1.
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A trade is called connected if it contains no proper sub-trade. That is, a trade (T1, T2) is connected if there exists no
trade (U1, U2) such thatU1 ⊂ T1 andU2 ⊂ T2. (Note that if a trade is not connected, it may be partitioned into smaller,
disjoint trades.) We call a trade (T1, T2) minimal (with respect to T1) if there exists no U1 ⊂ T1 such that (U1, U2) is
a trade, for some U2. Note there is a difference between a trade being connected and minimal! In the latter we do not
require U2 ⊂ T2.
If (T1, T2) is a Steiner triple trade then (T2, T1) is also a Steiner triple trade. However, we emphasize that in this
paper our Steiner triple trades are always ordered pairs. This is consistent with [13]. Moreover, it is possible that a
trade (T1, T2) may be minimal with respect to T1 but not with respect to T2. An example to illustrate this is included
in the Appendix. Henceforth we assume that minimality is with respect to T1 (or whichever is the ﬁrst partial Steiner
triple system in the ordered pair of a trade). In this paper we will focus on minimal t-(v, k) trades, (T1, T2), with the
following properties:
• k = 3, t = 2;
• each 2-set (or pair) {x, y} ∈ V occurs in either 0 or 1 blocks of T1, and hence T2 (that is, it is a Steiner trade);
• each element of V will occur in precisely d blocks of T1 (that is, the foundation will be V and the volume will be
m = dv/3).
Such trades will be termed d-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades or equivalently d-homogeneous Steiner triple trades.
Each Ti , i = 1, 2, is a partial triple system and hence may be embedded in a Steiner triple system. A Steiner triple
system on v elements (in shorthand, STS(v)) is a set of blocks (3-subsets) chosen from V in such a way that each pair
of elements from V occurs in exactly one block. Trades in Steiner triple systems have been used to identify deﬁning
sets. A deﬁning set of a Steiner triple system S is a set of blocks D ⊆ S such that if D ⊆ R and R is also a STS(v),
then S = R. In other words, a deﬁning set has precisely one completion to a STS on v elements. The two structures
are related as follows. Let D be a deﬁning set for S, a STS(v). Then for any minimal 2-(v, 3) trade (T1, T2) such that
T1 ⊂ S, we must have T1 ∩ D = ∅. To see that this is true, observe that if T1 ∩ D = ∅, then D ⊂ ((S\T1) ∪ T2), a
contradiction, as (S\T1) ∪ T2 is also a Steiner triple system. (Observe that only minimal trades are needed to establish
the existence of deﬁning sets—hence our interest in minimality in this paper.) While minimality is an important
property of trades, it is in general difﬁcult to verify. Little is known of general constructions of minimal Steiner triple
trades.
Results on relevant 2-(v, 3) trades can be found in [1,6,9–11]. In these papers questions such as the smallest possible
volumes for such trades are considered. The spectrum of volumes of more general trades in block designs is examined
in [7,8]. Surveys on a wide variety of combinatorial trades can be found in [2,13].
In this paper we aim to construct minimal d-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades, providing a different method of
construction for v ≡ 0 (mod 3) (Section 2) and v /≡ 0 (mod 3) (Section 3). For the former we use previous results on
latin bitrades, exploiting the well-known equivalence between partial group divisible triple systems and partial latin
squares. For the latter, since the volume of the Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade is given by vd/3, d is a multiple of 3. We begin
by constructing minimal, cyclic 3-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades. We then “glue” copies of these to produce the
required d-homogeneous trades. In order for the glueing process to preserve minimality, we require certain pairs of
points to have a well-linked or semi-linked property (see Section 3.2).
2. v ≡ 0 (mod 3)
In this section we use the existence of d-homogeneous latin bitrades to construct Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades where v is
divisible by 3.
Deﬁnition 1. Let V =G1 ∪G2 ∪G3, where the Gi are disjoint subsets, each of size v/3. A partial latin square S1 of
order v/3 is set of ordered triples (i, j, k) ∈ G1 × G2 × G3 such that:
• if (i, j, k) ∈ S1 and (i, j, k′) ∈ S1 then k = k′,
• if (i, j, k) ∈ S1 and (i, j ′, k) ∈ S1 then j = j ′ and
• if (i, j, k) ∈ S1 and (i′, j, k) ∈ S1 then i = i′.
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A latin bitrade of order v/3 is an ordered pair (T1, T2) of partial latin squares (of order v/3) such that for each
(i, j, k) ∈ T1, there exists
• k′ = k such that (i, j, k′) ∈ S2,
• j ′ = j such that (i, j ′, k) ∈ S2 and
• i′ = i such that (i′, j, k) ∈ S2.
A latin bitrade is said to be d-homogeneous if each element of V occurs in exactly d triples.
The following lemma is clear.
Lemma 2. Let (S1, S2) be a (minimal) latin bitrade of order v/3. Next, for each i ∈ {1, 2}, deﬁne
Ti = {{i, j, k}|(i, j, k) ∈ Si}.
Then (T1, T2) is a (minimal) Steiner 2-(v, 3) triple trade.
The following result by Cavenagh, Donovan andYazıcı can now be used to verify the existence of d-homogeneous
latin bitrades, where v ≡ 0 (mod 3).
Theorem 3 (Cavenagh, Donovan andYazıcı [4]). There exist minimal d-homogeneous latin bitrades, (S1, S2), of order
n and volume (or size) dn for each d3 and n1.75d2 + 3.
Lemma 2 gives the following corollary.
Corollary 4. Let v ≡ 0 (mod 3). Then there exists a minimal d-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades of volume dv/3
for each d3 and v3(1.75d2 + 3).
3. v  =0 (mod 3)
In this section we ﬁrst construct minimal 3-homogeneous 2-(v, 3) trades.We later use a glueing construction to build
minimal d-homogeneous latin bitrades for arbitrary d divisible by 3. Verifying the minimality of the trades is the most
technical aspect of the proof. The proof of minimality relies on identifying pairs of points that are either well-linked or
semi-linked (see Section 3.2) at every stage of the recursion. Throughout this section all calculations are made modulo
v, unless otherwise stated.
3.1. Minimal 3-homogeneous 2-(v, 3) trades
In this subsection we construct minimal 3-homogeneous 2-(v, 3) trades for the case v /≡ 0 (mod 3). Each 3-
homogeneous 2-(v, 3) trade is generated from a starter block cycled modulo v. We will later “glue” together these
minimal 3-homogeneous 2-(v, 3) trades to create minimal d-homogeneous 2-(v, 3) trades for each d divisible by 3.
In what follows, all arithmetic is calculated modulo v. For some 0<x <y , x + y = z< v/3 and y = 2x we deﬁne
the following sets of triples:
T1 = {{i, i + x, i + z}|0 iv − 1} and
T2 = {{i, i + y, i + z}|0 iv − 1}.
Then, clearly, (T1, T2) is a 3-homogeneous Steiner triple trade.
The remainder of this subsection is devoted to identifying conditions under which (T1, T2) is minimal.
Deﬁnition 5. Let x, y and z be distinct integers. Then deﬁne
D(x, y, z) = {x, y, z,−x,−y,−z}.
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Lemma 6. Let 0<x <y and x +y = z< v/3, where y = 2x. Let , ,  ∈ D(x, y, z) (not necessarily distinct) where
 +  +  ≡ 0 (mod v). Then {, , } = {x, y,−z} or {−x,−y, z}.
Proof. Let , ,  ∈ D(x, y, z) where + +  ≡ 0 (mod v). Since x, y and z are strictly less than v/3, we must have
ax + by + cz = 0 for some integers a, b and c such that |a| + |b| + |c| = 3.
Let |a|=3, then b=c=0, and so 3x=0 or −3x=0, which contradicts 0<x. Similarly |b|=3 or |c|=3 contradicts
0<y <z.
Now assume that none of |a|, |b|, |c| is 3, yet at least one is equal to 0. If a = 0, then as 0<y <z<v/3, z − 2y = 0
or y − 2z = 0. Since z>y, we must have z = 2y, and we use the fact that z = x + y to obtain x = y, a contradiction.
Similarly b=0 implies z=2x, leading to a contradiction as before. Finally if c=0, then as x <y, 2x−y=0, implying
y = 2x which contradicts the assumptions of the lemma.
Thus a, b, c ∈ {1,−1}. If a=b=c, then x+y+z=0, a contradiction. Let a=c = b or b=c = a, then x−y+z=0
or x − y − z= 0. So x + z= y or y + z= x, both contradict z>y >x. So the only possible solution is when a = b = c,
implying (a = b = 1, c = −1) or (a = b = −1, c = 1). 
Note that a pair of points {a, b} with 0a, b < v, occurs in a block of T1 (T2) if and only if b − a ≡  (mod v),
where  ∈ D(x, y, z).
Lemma 7. Let U1 ⊆ T1 and U2 such that (U1, U2) is a Steiner triple trade. If {i, i + x, i + z} ∈ U1, then {i + x, i +
2x, i + z + x}, {i − x, i, i + z − x}, {i + y, i + z, i + y + z}, {i − y, i + x − y, i + x} ∈ U1.
Proof. Let {i, i + x, i + z} ∈ U1, then the pairs {i, i + z} , {i + x, i + z} and {i, i + x} must occur in different blocks of
U2, namely {i, i + z, e} ∈ U2, {i + x, i + z, f } ∈ U2 and {i, i + x, h} ∈ U2 for some e = i + x, f = i and h = i + z.
Let S = {i − e, i + z − e, i + z − f, i + x − f, i − h, i + x − h}. Then the given blocks are in U2 if and only if for
every  ∈ S there exists an  ∈ D(x, y, z) such that  ≡  (mod v).
Now since z+(i−e)+(e− i−z)=0, Lemma 6 implies i−e=−x or i−e=−y. If i−e=−x, then e= i+x leading
to a contradiction, so i − e=−y and e= i + y. Hence {i, i + z, i + y} ∈ U2. Now the pairs {i, i + y} and {i + y, i + z}
must occur in blocks ofU1 ⊆ T1. From the deﬁnition of (T1, T2), {i−x, i, i+y} ∈ U1 and {i+y, i+z, i+y+z} ∈ U1.
Similarly i + z − (i + x) = y and y + (i + x − f ) + (f − i − z) = 0, so Lemma 6 implies i + x − f = x or
i + x − f = −z. As f = i, i + x − f = −z and f = i + x + z. Hence {i + x, i + z, i + x + z} ∈ U2. Now the pair
{i + x, i + x + z} must occur in a block of U1 ⊆ T1. From the deﬁnition of (T1, T2), {i + x, i + 2x, i + x + z} ∈ U1.
Finally as x + (i − h) + (h − i − x) = 0 Lemma 6 implies i − h = y or i − h = −z. If i − h = −z, then h = z + i
leading to a contradiction, so i − h = y and h = i − y. Hence {i, i + x, i − y} ∈ U2. Now the pair {i + x, i − y} must
occur in blocks of U1 ⊆ T1. The deﬁnition of T1 implies that {i − y, i + x − y, i + x} ∈ U1. 
Corollary 8. Let U1 ⊆ T1 and U2 be deﬁned so that (U1, U2) is a Steiner triple trade. If {i, i + x, i + z} ∈ U1, then
{i + ax, i + (a + 1)x, i + z + ax} ∈ U1 and {i + ay, i + x + ay, i + z + ay} ∈ U1 for all integers a.
Proof. If a = 0 then {i + 0x, i + 1x, i + z + 0x} = {i + 0b, i + x + 0b, i + z + 0b} = {i, i + x, i + z} ∈ U1. The rest
follows by induction on a using the statement of Lemma 7. 
Theorem 9. Let gcd(x, y) = 1. Then (T1, T2) is minimal.
Proof. Let gcd(x, y)=1. Then there are integers a and b such that ax+by=1. Now let {i, i+x, i+z} ∈ U1.We want
to show that {i + 1, i + x + 1, i + z + 1} ∈ U1, then by induction this will prove the lemma. If {i, i + x, i + z} ∈ U1
then by Corollary 8 {i + ax, i + (a + 1)x, i + z + ax} ∈ U1. Applying the corollary again on this block we have
{i + ax + by, i + (a + 1)x + by, i + z + ax + by} = {i + 1, i + x + 1, i + z + 1} ∈ U1. 
3.2. Glueing Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades
In this subsectionwe describe how twominimal Steiner triple trades can, under certain conditions, be “glued” together
to construct larger minimal Steiner triple trades. We deﬁne a semi-linked property that will be crucial in ensuring that
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this glueing construction preserves minimality. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4 we will apply this construction recursively to
create the desired trades. Once we have established these initial lemmas, in the following subsections it will sufﬁce to
check a list of conditions.
Lemma 10. Let (T1, T2) be a ﬁnite Steiner triple trade such that {a, b, c} ∈ T1. Then, for some integer k2, there
exists a unique sequence of distinct points
z1 = b, z2, z3, z4, . . . , z2k = c
such that: {a, z2i−1, z2i} ∈ T2 for 1 ik and {a, z2i , z2i+1} ∈ T1 for 1 ik − 1.
Proof. Since {a, b, c} ∈ T1, by the deﬁnition of a trade there exists a unique z2 /∈ {a, b, c} such that {a, b, z2} ∈ T2.
This implies the existence of a unique z3 /∈ {b, z2} such that {a, z2, z3} ∈ T1. Since the pair {a, c} already occurs
in T1 we cannot have z3 = c. In turn, there exists a unique z4 /∈ {z2, z3} such that {a, z3, z4} ∈ T2. If z4 = c we
are done.
Otherwise assume, inductively, that j2 is ﬁxed and we have deﬁned zi for all i2j . Assume also that all zi so
far deﬁned meet the conditions of this lemma. As {a, z2j−1, z2j } ∈ T2, there exists a unique z2j+1 /∈ {z2j , z2j−1} such
that {a, z2j , z2j+1} ∈ T1. Suppose that z2j+1 = zi for some i < 2j − 1. The pair {a, zi} already occurs in some triple
of T1, which implies that z2j is equal to either zi−1 or zi+1. This contradicts the assumption that the zi so far deﬁned
are distinct; thus z2j+1 = zi for all i < 2j + 1. If z2j+1 = c then we must have z2j = b = z1, again a contradiction.
Since {a, z2j , z2j+1} ∈ T1, there exists a unique z2j+2 /∈ {z2j+1, z2j } such that {a, z2j+1, z2j+2} ∈ T2. If z2j+2 = c we
are done. Otherwise z2j+2 = zi for some i, 1< i < 2j + 2 causes a similar contradiction as before. Thus by induction
and the fact that the trade is ﬁnite, the lemma is proven. 
Deﬁnition 11. Let S = (S1, S2) be a Steiner triple trade. For each point x ∈ X, let the neighbourhood of x (denoted
by NS(x) = N(x)) be the set of points distinct from x that occur in the same block as x, for some block within
S1. We deﬁne two distinct points x, y to be well-linked (with respect to S) if |N(x) ∩ N(y)| = 2. We deﬁne two
distinct points x, y to be semi-linked (with respect to S) if there exist points z, z′ such that {x, y, z} ∈ S1, {x, y, z′} ∈
S2 and for any z′′ ∈ N(x) ∩ N(y)\{z, z′}, either x and z′′ are well-linked or y and z′′ are well-linked. We say
that the trade S is well-linked (semi-linked) if every pair that occurs in the same block of S is well-linked (semi-
linked).
We make a few observations that arise from the previous deﬁnition. If x and y belong to a common block, then
|N(x)∩N(y)|2. Two points that are semi-linked must belong to a common block; however well-linked points do not
necessarily have this property. If two points from the same block of S1 are well-linked, then they are also semi-linked.
(However the converse may not hold.)
As we shall see in Theorem 16, the well-linked and semi-linked properties are integral to proving that our glueing
construction preserves minimality. The key idea is that when (S1, S2) contains many pairs of points which are either
well-linked or semi-linked, there are restricted choices for any S′2 such that (S1, S′2) is also a Steiner triple trade. In
this sense the well-linked property is stronger than the semi-linked property, and we will need to ensure that there are
relatively few semi-linked pairs of points.
Lemma 12. Let S = (S1, S2) be a Steiner triple trade. Let {x, y, z} ∈ S1 and let points x and y be semi-linked. Then
there is a unique z′ = z such that {x, y, z′} ∈ S′2, for all S′2 such that (S1, S′2) is a Steiner triple trade.
Proof. For the sake of contradiction, let S2 and S′2 be two sets of triples such that S = (S1, S2) and S′ = (S1, S′2) are
Steiner triple trades, but there is some block {x, y, z} ∈ S1 such that {x, y, z1} ∈ S2 but {x, y, z2} ∈ S′2, where z1 = z2.
We know that x and y are semi-linked with respect to the Steiner triple trade (S1, S2). Since {x, y, z2} ∈ S′2, the pairs{x, z2} and {y, z2} must occur within triples of S1. Thus z2 ∈ NS(x) ∩ NS(y). From the deﬁnition of semi-linked, z2
is well linked to either x or y. Without loss of generality assume the former. Now, as {x, y, z2} ∈ S′2, there exists some
y′ = y such that {x, y′, z2} ∈ S1. Thus NS(x) ∩ NS(z2) = {y′, y}. But as {x, y′, z2} ∈ S1, there is some y′′ = y′ such
that {x, y′′, z2} ∈ S2. But this implies y′′ ∈ NS(x) ∩ NS(z2), which in turn implies y′′ = y. However this contradicts
z1 = z2, and our lemma is proven. 
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Corollary 13. Let S = (S1, S2) be a semi-linked Steiner triple trade. If R = (R1, R2) is a Steiner triple trade such that
R1 ⊆ S1, then R is semi-linked and R2 ⊆ S2.
Proof. The fact that R2 ⊆ S2 follows from the previous lemma. To see that R is semi-linked, observe that for each
point x, NR(x) ⊆ NS(x). 
Lemma 14. Let (T1, T2) and (U1, U2) be two Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades based on the set of points X = {0, 1, . . . , v − 1}
and let a, b, c, d, e, f ∈ X be distinct points. Suppose furthermore that:
1. {a, b, c} ∈ T1, {f, b, c} ∈ T2, {a, d, e} ∈ U1 and {f, d, e} ∈ U2.
2. The pairs {b, e} and {d, c} do not occur within blocks of T1 ∪ U1.
3. Blocks from T1 and U1 intersect in at most one point.
Next, let
T ′1 = T1 ∪ {{a, b, e}}\{{a, b, c}},
T ′2 = T2 ∪ {{f, b, e}}\{{f, b, c}},
U ′1 = U1 ∪ {{a, d, c}}\{{a, d, e}},
U ′2 = U2 ∪ {{f, d, c}}\{{f, d, e}}.
Then
S′ = (T ′1 ∪ U ′1, T ′2 ∪ U ′2)
is also a Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade.
Proof. Condition 3 implies that (T1 ∪U1, T2 ∪U2) is a Steiner triple trade. The pairs {b, c} and {d, e} occur in blocks
of T1 ∪ U1 and in blocks of T2 ∪ U2, but in neither blocks of T ′1 ∪ U ′1 nor T ′2 ∪ U ′2. Meanwhile the pairs {b, e} and{c, d} occur in blocks of T ′1 ∪ U ′1 and in blocks of T ′2 ∪ U ′2, but in neither blocks of T1 ∪ U1 nor T2 ∪ U2 (because of
condition 2). The number of occurrences of all other pairs of points from X remains the same. Thus (T ′1 ∪U ′1, T ′2 ∪U ′2)
is a Steiner triple trade. 
As an aside, a similar glueing construction for latin bitrades may be found in [5].
Lemma 15. Let (T1, T2) and (U1, U2) be two Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades satisfying the conditions of the previous lemma.
Suppose furthermore that:
1. The trade S = T1 ∪ U1 is semi-linked.
2. For any v ∈ N(b) ∩ N(e)\{a, f }, points v and b are well-linked.
3. For any w ∈ N(d) ∩ N(c)\{a, f }, points w and d are well-linked.
4. Pairs of points {b, d} and {c, e} do not occur in the same block of T1 ∪ U1.
5. For any pair {x, y} that occurs in a triple of T1 ∪ U1 and is semi-linked but not well-linked, x, y /∈ {b, c, d, e} and
b, c, d, e /∈N(x) ∩ N(y).
(In each case, the linked property is deﬁned with respect to T1∪U1.) Let S′ be deﬁned as in the previous lemma. Then S′
is semi-linked. In particular, the pairs of points {b, e}, {c, d} are semi-linked. Every other pair {x, y} ∈ X that occurs
in some block of S′ is well-linked or semi-linked with respect to S′ if and only if it is well-linked or semi-linked with
respect to S, respectively.
Proof. For each point v, we deﬁne N ′(v) = NS′(v) and N(v) = NS(v). First, observe that
N ′(b) = (N(b) ∪ {e})\{c}, N ′(c) = (N(c) ∪ {d})\{b},
N ′(d) = (N(d) ∪ {c})\{e}, N ′(e) = (N(e) ∪ {b})\{d}.
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For all other points x /∈ {b, c, d, e}, N(x) = N ′(x). From these observations, for all x /∈ {b, c, d, e},
N ′(x) ∩ N ′(b) = N(x) ∩ ((N(b) ∪ {e})\{c}),
N ′(x) ∩ N ′(c) = N(x) ∩ ((N(c) ∪ {d})\{b}),
N ′(x) ∩ N ′(d) = N(x) ∩ ((N(d) ∪ {c})\{e}), and
N ′(x) ∩ N ′(e) = N(x) ∩ ((N(e) ∪ {b})\{d}).
Finally, because of Condition 4, N ′(b) ∩ N ′(e) = N(b) ∩ N(e) and N ′(c) ∩ N ′(d) = N(c) ∩ N(d). It follows from
Conditions 2 and 3 that the pairs of points {b, e}, {c, d} are semi-linked with respect to S′. Every other pair of points
{x, y} that occurs in some triple of S′ also occurs in some triple of S.
Consider such a pair of points {x, y} that occurs in some triple of S and is semi-linked in S. From Condition 5 and
above, N(x) = N ′(x), N(y) = N ′(y) and for any z ∈ N(x) ∩ N(y), N(z) = N ′(z). Thus the pair {x, y} are also
semi-linked in S′. Next consider such a pair of points {x, y} that occurs in some triple of S and that is well-linked
in S. From above and Condition 4, if either x, y /∈ {b, c, d, e} or x, y ∈ {b, c, d, e}, the pair {x, y} is well-linked in
S′. (By construction the pairs {b, c} and {d, e} do not occur in S′, so we ignore these.) Finally, also from above, if
y ∈ {b, c, d, e} and x /∈ {b, c, d, e}, then |N ′(x) ∩ N ′(y)| = |N(x) ∩ N(y)|. 
Theorem 16. Let (T1, T2) and (U1, U2) be two Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades satisfying the conditions of Lemmas 15 and 14.
Suppose furthermore that (T1, T2) and (U1, U2) are each minimal trades. Then S′, as deﬁned in Lemma 14 is also
minimal.
Proof. Suppose there exists a non-empty Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade (S1, S2) such that S1 ⊂ T ′1 ∪ U ′1. From the previous
lemma, T ′1 ∪ U ′1 is semi-linked. Thus, from Corollary 13, (S1, S2) is also semi-linked, and S2 ⊂ T ′2 ∪ U ′2. There are
four cases to consider:
1. {a, b, e}, {a, d, c} /∈ S1;
2. {a, b, e}, {a, d, c} ∈ S1;
3. {a, b, e} ∈ S1, {a, d, c} /∈ S1;
4. {a, b, e} /∈ S1, {a, d, c} ∈ S1.
Consider the ﬁrst case. We may assume that T1 ∩ S1 = ∅ and U1 ∩ S1 = ∅, as otherwise the minimality of T1 and
U1 is contradicted. But as T1 ∩ S1 ⊂ T1, from Lemma 12, for each {x, y, z} ∈ T1 ∩ S1, there is a unique z′ such that
{x, y, z′} ∈ S2 ∩ T2. Thus (T1 ∩ S1, T2 ∩ S2) forms a trade. This contradicts the minimality of (T1, T2).
Next consider the second case. Since {a, b, e}, {a, d, c} ∈ S1, the pairs {b, e} and {d, c} must each occur in blocks
of S2. But as S2 ⊂ T ′2 ∪ U ′2, we must therefore have {f, b, e}, {f, d, c} ∈ S2. Now deﬁne
S′1 = (S1 ∪ {{a, b, c}, {a, d, e}})\{{a, b, e}, {a, d, c}},
S′2 = (S2 ∪ {{f, b, c}, {f, d, e}})\{{f, b, e}, {f, d, c}}.
Then clearly (S′1, S′2) is a trade as we have simply “reversed” the glueing process from the previous lemma. Moreover
(S′1 ∩ T1 S′2 ∩ T2) and (S′1 ∩ U1 S′2 ∩ U2) are both trades (using the same argument as in the ﬁrst case), contradicting
the minimality of either (T1, T2) or (U1, U2).
Next consider the third case. That is, {a, b, e} ∈ S1 but {a, d, c} /∈ S1. As in the previous case, we can show that
{f, b, e} ∈ S2. Since S1 ⊂ T ′1 ∪ U ′1, we must have S2 ⊂ T2 ∪ U2 ∪ {{f, b, e}, {f, c, d}}. But if {f, c, d} ∈ S2, then the
pair {c, d} must occur somewhere in S1 ⊆ T1, contradicting {a, c, d} /∈ S1.
Next apply Lemma 10 to (T1 ∪ U1, T2 ∪ U2) with {a, b, c} as the starting triple. The triple {a, b, z2}, as deﬁned
in the lemma, occurs in T2 ∪ U2. But it is also the unique triple in S2 that contains the pair {a, b}. Thus, since
S2 ⊂ T2 ∪ U2 ∪ {{f, b, e}}, we must have {a, b, z2} ∈ S2. Similarly each triple of the form {a, z2i−1, z2i} ∈ S2 and
each triple of the form {a, z2i , z2i+1} ∈ S1. In particular, the pair {a, z2k} = {a, c} occurs in some triple of S2. But this
contradicts the fact that {a, d, c} /∈ S1.
The proof of the fourth case is similar to the proof of the third case. Thus S′ is minimal. 
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3.3. Minimal 6-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades
In this subsection we construct minimal 6-homogeneous Steiner triple trades. First we show that the 3-homogeneous
trades constructed in Section 3.1 have a “well-linked” property, as deﬁned in the previous section.
Lemma 17. Let (T1, T2) be a Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade. Let D be the set of differences of the form x−y (modulo v), where
x and y occur in the same block of T1. Let a and b be points that occur in the same block of T1. Suppose furthermore
that there are exactly two solutions to the equation
d1 + d2 − d3 = 0 (mod v),
where d1 = a − b and d2, d3 ∈ D. Then a and b are well-linked with respect to T1.
Proof. Since a and b occur in the same triple of T1, we can write a = b + d1(mod v) for some d1 ∈ D. Suppose that
e ∈ N(a)∩N(b). Then e = a + d2 (mod v) and e = b + d3 (mod v), for some d2, d3 ∈ D. Combining these equations,
we get d1 + d2 − d3 ≡ 0 (mod v). So there are exactly two solutions for e. Thus |N(a) ∩ N(b)| = 2. So a and b are
well-linked, as required. 
Corollary 18. Let (T1, T2) be as in Section 3.1. Then, for each pair {a, b} that occurs in some triple {a, b, c} ∈ T1, a
and b are well-linked (see Deﬁnition 11).
Proof. Let d1 + d2 − d3 = 0 (mod v), where d1, d2, d3 ∈ D(x, y, z) (as in Deﬁnition 5). Then, from Lemma 6, there
are two solutions for d2 and d3 (for a ﬁxed value of d1). For example if d1 = x, then either d2 = y and d3 = −z or
d2 = −z and d3 = y. The result follows from the previous lemma. 
Lemma 19. Let h0, g > 3 × 4h, g is odd and v > 4g where h, g, v are integers. Deﬁne
T1 = {{i, 4h + i, g − 4h + i}|0 iv − 1} and
T2 = {{i, g − 2.4h + i, g − 4h + i}|0 iv − 1}.
Then (T1, T2) is a minimal 3-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade. Moreover each pair of entries that occurs in some
triple of T1 is well-linked.
Proof. As g is odd, 4h and g − 4h are co-prime. So Theorem 9 implies that (T1, T2) is minimal. The fact that each pair
of entries from the same triple of T1 is well-linked follows from the previous lemma. 
Lemma 20. Let a = 0 and let b = 1, c = g − 1, d = 4, e = g − 4, f = g for some odd g > 16. Let v > 3g be some
integer not divisible by 3. Let
T1 = {{i, b + i, c + i}|0 iv − 1},
T2 = {{i, c − b + i, c + i}|0 iv − 1},
U1 = {{i, d + i, e + i}|0 iv − 1} and
U2 = {{i, e − d + i, e + i}|0 iv − 1}.
Deﬁne
T ′1 = T1 ∪ {{a, b, e}}\{{a, b, c}},
T ′2 = T2 ∪ {{f, b, e}}\{{f, b, c}},
U ′1 = U1 ∪ {{a, d, c}}\{{a, d, e}},
U ′2 = U2 ∪ {{f, d, c}}\{{f, d, e}}.
Then S′ = (T ′1 ∪U ′1, T ′2 ∪U ′2) is a minimal, 6-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade. Furthermore pairs {b, e} and {c, d}
are semi-linked in S′ and every other pair that occurs in a block of S′ is well-linked.
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Proof. We ﬁrst verify that S′ is a Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade by showing that conditions 1–3 of Lemma 14 are satisﬁed.
Firstly, observe that {0, b, c} ∈ T1, {f, b, c} = {0 + b, (c − b) + b, c + b} ∈ T2, {0, d, e} ∈ U1 and {f, d, e} = {0 +
d, (e − d) + d, e + d} ∈ U2.
Secondly, suppose that the pair {b, e} occurs in some block of T1 ∪ U1. Then as |b − e| = g − 5, g − 5 belongs to
the following set:
D = {±1,±(g − 1),±(g − 2),±4,±(g − 4),±(g − 8)}.
As g > 16, g − 5 /∈D. So the pair {b, e} cannot occur in any block of T1 ∪ U1. As c − d = e − b, the pair {c, d} also
cannot occur in any block of T1 ∪ U1.
Thirdly, suppose that a block from T1 intersects a block from U1 in more than one point. Since v > 3g, this implies
that the following sets have a non-trivial intersection:
{1, g − 1, g − 2} and {4, g − 4, g − 8}.
Clearly this is false as g > 13. Thus from Lemma 14, S′ is a Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade. It is clear that S′ is 6-homogenous,
so in order to prove that S′ is minimal, it remains to show that the conditions of Lemma 15 are satisﬁed.
Observe that if we deﬁne the set D as above, for any d1 ∈ D, d1 + d2 − d3 = 0 has exactly two solutions, where
d2, d3 ∈ D. Thus by Lemma 17 for any x and y which occur in the same triple of T1 ∪U1, x and y are well linked. Thus
condition 1 from Lemma 15 is satisﬁed.
Next, observe that (working modulo v):
N(1) = {2, g, 5, g − 3, 0, g − 1,−3, g − 7, 2 − g, 3 − g, 5 − g, 9 − g},
N(g − 1) = {g, 2g − 2, g + 3, 2g − 5, g − 2, 2g − 3, g − 5, 2g − 9, 0, 1, 3, 7},
N(4) = {5, g + 3, 8, g, 3, g + 2, 0, g − 4, 5 − g, 6 − g, 8 − g, 12 − g},
N(g − 4) = {g − 3, 2g − 5, g, 2g − 8, g − 5, 2g − 6, g − 8, 2g − 12,−3,−2, 0, 4}.
Next observe that
N(1) ∩ N(g − 4)\{0, g} = {g − 3,−3} and N(4) ∩ N(g − 1)\{0, g} = {g + 3, 3}.
But
N(g − 3) = {g − 2, 2g − 4, g + 1, 2g − 7, g − 4, 2g − 5, g − 7, 2g − 11,−2,−1, 1, 5},
N(−3) = {−2, g − 4, 1, g − 7,−4, g − 5,−7, g − 11,−2 − g,−1 − g, 1 − g, 5 − g},
N(g + 3) = {g + 4, 2g + 2, g + 7, 2g − 1, g + 2, 2g + 1, g − 1, 2g − 5, 4, 5, 7, 11} and
N(3) = {4, g + 2, 7, g − 1, 2, g + 1,−1, g − 5, 4 − g, 5 − g, 7 − g, 11 − g}.
It follows that
N(1) ∩ N(g − 3) = {5, g − 7}, N(1) ∩ N(−3) = {g − 7, 5 − g},
N(4) ∩ N(g + 3) = {5, g + 2} and N(4) ∩ N(3) = {g + 2, 5 − g}.
Thus the pairs {1, g − 3}, {1,−3}, {4, g + 3} and {4, 3} are each well linked. So conditions 2 and 3 of Lemma 15 are
satisﬁed.
To see that condition 4 of Lemma 15 holds, observe that neither 3 nor g − 3 belongs to the set D deﬁned earlier in
the proof. Condition 5 of Lemma 15 is trivially satisﬁed because every pair that occurs in a block of T1 ∪ U1 is well
linked.
From the previous lemma, (T1, T2) and (U1, U2) are each minimal 3-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades. It follows
that S′ is minimal. Furthermore from Lemma 15, pairs {1, g− 4} and {4, g− 1} are semi-linked in S′ while every other
pair that occurs in the same block of S′ is well linked. 
3.4. Minimal 3k-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades
In this subsection we show recursively the existence of minimal 3k-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trades for each
k1.
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For each non-negative integer h we deﬁne
Th,1 = {{i, 4h + i, g − 4h + i}|0 iv − 1} and
Th,2 = {{i, g − 2.4h + i, g − 4h + i}|0 iv − 1}.
We also deﬁne ah = hg, bh = 4h + hg, ch = (h+ 1)g − 4h, dh = 4h+1 + hg, eh = (h+ 1)g − 4h+1 and fh = (h+ 1)g.
Let S0 = (S0,1, S0,2) = (T0,1, T0,2) and for each h, we deﬁne, recursively, Sh = (Sh,1, Sh,2) to be the trade formed by
applying Lemma 14 to Sh−1 and (Th,1, Th,2), with a = ah−1, b = bh−1, etc.
From the previous section, S1 is a minimal 6-homogeneous Steiner triple trade. We will eventually show that for
each h (and well-chosen bounds on g and v), Sh is a minimal (3h+ 3)-homogeneous Steiner triple trade. First we need
to verify that each Sh is indeed a Steiner triple trade.
Lemma 21. Let H be a ﬁxed integer such that H0. Let g > 4H+2 and v > 3(H + 1)g for some odd integer g. Then
SH , as deﬁned above, is a well-deﬁned Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade.
Proof. Our proof is by induction on H. We know from the previous sections that S0 and S1 are each Steiner 2-(v, 3)
trades. So assume that SH is a Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade for some ﬁxed integer H. We need to show that the conditions of
Lemma 14 are satisﬁed with
T1 = SH,1, T2 = SH,2, U1 = TH+1,1, U2 = TH+1,2,
a = Hg, b = 4H + Hg, c = (H + 1)g − 4H ,
d = 4H+1 + Hg, e = (H + 1)g − 4H+1 and f = (H + 1)g.
To check condition 1, observe that
(Hg, 4H + Hg, (H + 1)g − 4H ) ∈ TH,1,
(Hg, 4H+1 + Hg, (H + 1)g − 4H+1) ∈ TH+1,1,
(Hg + 4H , (H + 1)g − 4H , (H + 1)g) ∈ TH,2 and
(Hg + 4H+1, (H + 1)g − 4H+1, (H + 1)g) ∈ TH+1,2.
Now, TH,1\{(aH−1, bH−1, cH−1)} is a subset of SH,1 and TH,2\{(fH−1, bH−1, cH−1)} is a subset of SH,2 so we have
shown condition 1.
Next, if the pair {b, e} occurs in some triple of T1 ∪U1, we must have the difference g−4H+1 −4H occurring within
a triple. But the set of differences that occur in triples within SH is DH , where
DH = {±4h,±(g − 4h),±(g − 2.4h)|0hH } ∪ {±(g − 4h − 4h+1)|0h<H }.
(To see this consider not only the differences from triples from each Th,1, but also the new differences created each
time we apply the glueing construction. These new differences are of the form bh − eh = ch − dh.) By observation
g − 4H+1 − 4H /∈DH . Similarly the pair {c, d} does not show up in any triple of T1 ∪U1. Thus condition 2 of Lemma
14 is satisﬁed. To see condition 3 of Lemma 14, observe that DH ∩ {4H+1, g − 4H+1, g − 2.4H+1} = ∅. 
Lemma 22. Let g > 4H+2 and v > 3(H + 1)g for some odd g. Then SH , as deﬁned above, is a minimal 3(H + 1)-
homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade of foundation v and volume (H + 1)v.
Proof. Our objective is to show that the conditions of Lemma 15 are satisﬁed with T1, T2, U1, U2, a, b, c, d, e and f
deﬁned as in the previous lemma.
Next we need to show that each pair {x, y} that occurs in some triple of T1 ∪ U1 is semi-linked. Suppose ﬁrst that
{x, y} occurs in a triple of U1. Then x − y = d1 ∈ DH+1, where
DH+1 = {±4H+1,±(g − 4H+1),±(g − 2.4H+1)}.
The result then follows from applying Lemma 17 to DH ∪ DH+1. Next suppose that {x, y} occurs in some triple of
T1. Again from Lemma 17 and by analyzing the differences in DH ∪ DH+1, if x and y are well linked in T1 then they
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are also well linked in T1 ∪ U1. Suppose that x and y are semi-linked in T1. Then, by deﬁnition, there exists z, z′ such
that {x, y, z} ∈ T1, {x, y, z′} ∈ T2 and for any z′′ ∈ N(x) ∩ N(y)\{z, z′}, either x and z′′ or y and z′′ are well linked.
But for any such z′′, both z′′ − x and z′′ − y must be in DH . So it follows that if x and z′′ are well linked in T1, they
are also well linked in T1 ∪ U1. Thus x and y retain the semi-linked property with respect to T1 ∪ U1. So condition 1
of Lemma 15 is satisﬁed.
Also if X is a set and  is an integer, we deﬁne X +  = {x + |x ∈ X}. So, we have
N(0) = {4j , g − 4j ,−4j , g − 2.4j , 4j − g, 2.4j − g|1jH + 1}
and (N(x) = x + N(0) for each x ∈ {a, b, c, d, e, f }. Since f > 4H+2 and v > 3(H + 1)g, it follows that
N(b) ∩ N(e)\{a, f } = {(H + 1)g − 4H+1 + 4H ,Hg + 4H − 4H+1} and
N(c) ∩ N(d)\{a, f } = {(H + 1)g − 4H + 4H+1, Hg + 4H+1 − 4H }.
But
N(b) ∩ N((H + 1)g − 4H+1 + 4H ) = {4H + 4H+1 + Hg, 4H + (H + 1)g − 2.4H+1},
N(b) ∩ N(Hg + 4H − 4H+1) = {(H + 1)g + 4H − 2.4H+1, 4H + 4H+1 + (H − 1)g},
N(d) ∩ N(Hg + 4H+1 − 4H ) = {(H + 1)g + 4H+1 − 4H , 4H + 4H+1 + (H − 1)g},
N(d) ∩ N((H + 1)g − 4H + 4H+1) = {Hg + 4H + 4H+1, 4H+1 + (H + 1)g − 2.4H }.
Thus the pairs {b, (H +1)g−4H+1+4H }, {b,Hg+4H −4H+1}, {d, (H +1)g−4H +4H+1} and {d,Hg+4H+1−4H }
are each well linked. So conditions 2 and 3 of Lemma 15 are satisﬁed. To see that condition 4 of Lemma 15 holds,
observe that neither 4H+1 − 4H nor v − 4H+1 + 4H belongs to DH ∪ DH+1.
It remains to show condition 5 of Lemma 15 holds. By construction, the only pairs in T1 ∪U1 that are semi-linked are
those of the form {bh, eh} and {ch, dh}, for each h, 0hH − 1. By observation bh, ch, dh, eh /∈ {b, c, d, e} ∪N(b)∪
N(c) ∪ N(d) ∪ N(e), for each h.
We assume, inductively, that SH is minimal. (Note that we showed that S0 and S1 are minimal in previous sections.)
Thus, from Theorem 16, SH+1 is also minimal. 
Theorem 23. Let v /≡ 0mod 3. Then there exists a minimal d-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade of volume dv/3 for
any v >d(4d/3+1 + 1).
Proof. Let d = 3(H + 1) and g = 4H+2 + 1 in the previous lemma. 
So when v is not divisible by 3, our bound on v is exponential in d. This a weaker bound than the previous section
where we obtained a quadratic lower bound. It remains an open problem to determine, for a given value of d, the least
possible v for which there exists a minimal d-homogeneous Steiner 2-(v, 3) trade. We conjecture that such a value of
v is at most quadratic in d.
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Appendix
The following is a latin bitrade (T1, T2) which is minimal with respect to T1 but not T2. (There is a 2 × 2 subsquare
within T2, shown in bold.) The latin bitrade is presented in array format, with entry k in row i and column j corresponding
to the triple (i, j, k). If we drop the ordering on the triples, we may also obtain a Steiner triple trade of volume 40 on
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34 points which is minimal with respect to T1 but not T2.
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